Travelers Global Network

Travelers is an exclusive member of the International Network of Insurance (INI). This expansive alliance with major international insurance companies allows us to meet insurance needs across the globe.

Only the world’s best
Every INI partner is a leader in their market and meets high standards for integrity and dedicated service.

- Global presence in over 150+ countries.
- Compliant with international standards and local legislation.
- Coordinated claims service (single point of contact).
- Service standards and timeliness controls.
- Local knowledge and global expertise.

See back page for a list of our trusted worldwide partners. Each is a leader in their market and provides tailored coverage for local risks.

From Australia to Zambia: A global presence in over 150+ countries

A world of coverage for a world of risk provided under a Travelers Global Companion Plus+ policy

- General liability
- Property
- Automobile liability
- Foreign voluntary workers compensation
- Employers liability
- Kidnap & ransom
- Accidental death & dismemberment
- Executive support services
Travelers Worldwide Partners

EUROPE
Austria
ERGO VERSICHERUNG AG
Belarus
CJSC INGOSSTRAKH
Belgium
MS AMLIN INSURANCE SE
Bosnia & Herzegovina
TRIGLAV OSIGURANJE D.D.
Bulgaria
DZI – GENERAL INSURANCE PLC.
Croatia
TRIGLAV OSIGURANJE D.D.
Czech Republic
ČSOB POJIŠŤOVNA A.S.
Denmark
TOPDANMARK FORSIKRING A/S
Estonia
ERGO KINDLUSTUSE AS
Finland
FENNIA MUTUAL INSURANCE CO.
France
MMA IARD (SA)
Germany
ERGO VERSICHERUNG AG
Greece
INTERAMERICAN P&C INS. S.A.
Hungary
AEGON MAGYARORSZÁG ÁLTALÁNOS BIZTOSITO ZRT.
Iceland
SJÓVÁ-ALMENNAR TRYGGINGAR
Ireland
TRAVELERS INSURANCE DESIGNATED ACTIVITY COMPANY
Italy
REALE MUTUA ASSICURAZIONI
Kazakhstan
CENTRAS INSURANCE
Kyrgyzstan
KRYGYZINSTRAKH INS. CO. LTD.
Latvia
ERGO LATVIJA AAS
Liechtenstein
BALOISE INSURANCE LTD.
Lithuania
ERGO INSURANCE SE (LITHUANIA)
Luxembourg
BALOISE ASSUR. LUXEMBOURG
Montenegro
LOVcen OSIGURANJE, A.D.
Netherlands
MS AMLIN INSURANCE SE
Norway
GJENSIDIGE FORSIKRING ASA
Poland
ERGO HESTIA SA
Portugal
FIDELIDADE COMPANHIA DE SEGUROS S.A.
Romania
ASIROM VIENNA INS. GROUP S.A.
Russia
INGOSSTRAKH INSURANCE CO.
Serbia
DDOR NOVI SAD A.D.O.
Slovakia
ČSOB POISTOVŇA A.S.
Slovenia
ZAVAROVALNICA TRIGLAV, D.D.
Spain
SEGUROS CATALANA OCCIDENTE S.A.
Sweden
LÄNSFÖRSÄKRINGAR SAK FÖRSÄKRINGSAKTIEBOLAG AB
Switzerland
BALOISE INSURANCE LTD.
Turkey
ANADOLU SIGORTA
Ukraine
INGO UKRAINE
United Kingdom
TRAVELERS INSURANCE CO. LTD.
AFRICA*
Algeria
SALAMA ASSURANCES*
Angola
FIDELIDADE-COMPANHIA DE SEGUROS, SA
Egypt
ORIENT TAKAFUL INS. CO.*
Ethiopia
AWASH CO. S.C.*
Kenya
ICEA INSURANCE CO.
Morocco
ATLANTA ASSURANCES MOROCCO*
Nigeria
LEADWAY ASSURANCE CO. LTD.*
South Africa
SANLAM LTD.
Zambia
PHOENIX OF ZAMBIA ASSURANCE CO. LTD.*
AMERICAS
Argentina
SANCOR COOPERATIVE DE SEGUROS LIMITADA
Bermuda
BF&M GENERAL INS. CO. LTD.
Bolivia
ALIANZA COMPANIA DE SEGUROS Y REASEGUROS
Brazil
FAIRFAX DO BRASIL
Canada
THE TRAVELERS COMPANIES, INC.
Chile
REAL CHILE SEGUROS GENERALES
Colombia
SURAMERICANA S.A.
Dominican Republic
LA COLONIAL S.A.
Dutch Caribbean
ENNIA CARIBE SCHADE N.V.
Guatemala
SEGUROS G&T
Mexico
GNP SEGUROS S.A.
Panama
INTERNACIONAL DE SEGUROS
Peru
LA POSITIVA SEGUROS Y REASEGUROS

Peru
PACIFICO SEGUROS
Trinidad & Tobago
FURNESS ANCHORAGE GENERAL INSURANCE LTD.
United States
THE TRAVELERS COMPANIES
ASIA PACIFIC
Australia
CGU INSURANCE LTD.
Brunei
TOKIO MARINE INS. SINGAPORE LTD.
China
PING AN P&C INS. CO. OF CHINA
Hong Kong
ASIA INSURANCE COMPANY LTD.
India
HDFC ERGO INS. CO. LTD.
India
ICICI LOMBARD GENERAL INSURANCE COMPANY LTD.
Indonesia
P.T. ASURANSI CENTRAL ASIA
Japan
HYUNDAI MARINE & FIRE, INS.
Macau
ASIA INSURANCE COMPANY LTD.
Malaysia
LONPAC INSURANCE BHD.
Philippines
PIONEER INSURANCE & SURETY
Singapore
TOKIO MARINE INS. SINGAPORE LTD.
South Korea
KB INSURANCE COMPANY LTD.
Taiwan
FUBON INSURANCE CO. LTD.
Thailand
BANGKOK INSURANCE CO. LTD.
Vietnam
BAOVIET INSURANCE
MIDDLE EAST
Israel
HAREL INSURANCE CO. LTD.
United Arab Emirates
DUBAI INSURANCE COMPANY, PSC.

*Additional members are affiliated with INI via the Globus Network. www.globus-network.com
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